Introduction

Ownership policy is one of the basic functions of the state in all market economies. In post-communist transition economies, ownership policy of the state meets additional challenges related to the gigantic state-controlled sector inherited from the command economy of the previous system and the necessity to organize deep change in the ownership structure towards predominance of independent private business entities. What is more, ownership transition is not a standalone process and it has to be synergetic with other systemic reforms enhancing the capacities of the government to meet the challenges and goals of post-communist transition. In this context, a question of the framework for the ownership policy of the state arises, especially what should be the ultimate role of the state as an owner in the reformed economy. According to H. Mühlenkamp [2015], two main approaches exist. The first one is a “market failure” approach, where the state is supposed to be in charge
of controlling production of goods when market mechanisms fail – e.g. to regulate the activities of natural monopolies or to supply necessary public goods or socially important private goods. The second one is a “public choice” approach, where a state-owned enterprise (SOE) is an instrument for the pursuit of a wide range of political goals: from beneficent for the whole society to creating private gains.

The goal of the article is to discuss the evolution of ownership policy of the Polish state during the post-communist transition which, in the author’s view, manifests a gradual shift from the first approach towards the second one, through growing tendency to treat public property mainly from a fiscal perspective: as a source of finance for other government’s policies rather than a tool of producing public goods. This evolution has a long-term character and is to a large extent independent from official rhetoric of subsequent governments and ruling coalitions. The analysis covers the two pillars of the ownership policy of the state in post-communist transition: a function of organizer of transfer of state-owned property into private hands (henceforth called “privatization policy”) and a function of managing the property which stays under control of the state (henceforth called “owner’s policy”).

The importance of this topic lays in the fact that concentration on short-term fiscal goals poses a threat to meeting of a wide range of long-term goals of the economic policy, increasing risks and decreasing its coherence. Such an approach may put in the shade of immediate gains such strategic issues as, to name but a few, creation of the desired ownership structure of the economy, securing development prospects of companies or stability of financial markets, creating at the same time grounds for vested interests and rent seeking behavior.

Despite a vast amount of studies on ownership transformation (in Poland and other post-communist countries), the literature devoted specifically to the problem of ownership policy of the state in transition and its evolution is quite scarce, especially since the early 2000s, when researchers’ interest towards transition in Central and Eastern Europe started to decline. Among the literature devoted to Poland, not numerous recent publications concentrate first of all on general issues of the role of the state in Polish economy: M. Szanyi [2016] studies the changing owner’s role of state in Hungary and Poland as a contribution to the development of the theory of Central and East European capitalism models; B. Błaszczyk [2016] puts forward the thesis on the reversal of the ownership transformation policy; and P. Kozarzewski and M. Bałtowski [2017] analyze the changing state role paradigm in this country. Two articles are devoted to selected specific issues such as vested interests in privatization [Senderski, 2015] and the real share of the state in the enterprise sector [Bałtowski, Kozarzewski, 2016].
1. Ownership policy in transition

In the majority of post-communist countries, including Poland, changes in the ownership policy of the state were a cornerstone of the transition reforms. From the very beginning of the transition, in line with the Washington Consensus approach, there was general understanding among authors of market reforms that the economy must be based on domination of private property – so large-scale privatization was needed both in a wide (change of ownership structure of the economy from state-dominated to private-dominated) and narrow sense (passing state-owned entities into private hands) as its main vehicle.

The main goals of privatization were twofold: systemic (change of the economic system through creation of private entities and depolitization of economy through withdrawal of the state from performing ownership functions for the majority of enterprises) [Åslund, 2007, p. 145] and economic (through solving the problem of microeconomic inefficiency of the state-owned enterprise sector and creation a “private property regime” [Frydman, Rapaczynski, 1994]). At the same time, in Poland the exact target of the systemic goal was never explicitly set – i.e. what the ultimate ownership structure of the economy should be and what were the exact criteria for keeping some sectors or even specific companies under the state control. Nevertheless, until the recent years, at least officially, the SOE sector was treated in line with the above-mentioned market failure approach which meant that all the state-owned enterprises should be ultimately privatized except those which must stay in the state hands.

This can explain why among the two pillars of the ownership policy, the Polish governments focused primarily on privatization (especially in the narrow sense), while the state’s owner policy remained to a large extent neglected. Only at the end of 2016, a law on the principles of the state corporate governance has been passed (Dz.U. z 2016 r., poz. 2259) – within a radical change of paradigm of the role of the state in the economy which took place in the recent years. According to the new approach, the state stays a powerful player on the market for a longer perspective – and even is going to expand its role in certain strategic areas, especially as an owner and investor [Kozarzewski, Bałtowski, 2017].

2. Fiscalization of privatization policy

During the first years of transition, systemic and microeconomic goals seemed to be of key importance for the Polish government, but, starting from the second half of the 1990s, the privatization policy became increasingly fiscally-oriented. At the end of the 1990s, it was decided that privatization revenues would finance crucial government expenditures, among others, the ambitious social reform program – including the pension reform, which required extensive government’s funding.
Privatization processes started to include more and more enterprises of high market value, which by the end of the 1990s resulted in steep increase of privatization proceeds to the state budget.

At the turn of the new century, privatization skeptics came to power which (alongside with the world economic recession) led to a drastic slowdown in privatization dynamics and falling privatization proceeds (with some exception in 2004). Low privatization incomes jeopardized implementation of policies which were planned to be financed from them, e.g. contributed to the financial failure of the pension system reform. Thus, privatization stopped performing even its fiscal functions.

After more liberal-minded political forces (coalition of the Civic Platform and the Polish People’s Party – Polish acronyms PO and PSL) re-gained power in 2007, privatization dynamics temporarily boosted, although the systemic and economic goals were put aside in favor of fiscal effects. Most of privatization cases were so-called reluctant privatization – the term was coined by B. Bortolotti and M. Faccio [2004] and means transfer of ownership rights without appropriate transfer of control rights: the state was selling minority blocks of shares keeping for itself the controlling blocks [Badanie..., 2011] or preserving control over the company using other tools, despite possessing only a minority block or no shares at all [Bałtowski, Kozarzewski, 2016]. It made possible to have privatization proceeds to the state budget without losing control over the companies. However, since 2011 the privatization dynamics started to fall again (see Figure 1). After the coalition lost the October 2015 elections, the new government, which had been formed by the winning coalition led by the Law and Justice party (Polish acronym – PiS), started to implement an openly statist economic policy and officially excluded privatization from its agenda [Kierunki..., 2015].

Looking at the dynamics of privatization since the beginning of the new century, it may seem that the privatization policy mostly followed the ideology of subsequent
ruling coalitions. Those with more liberal programs, albeit with more reluctant attitude towards privatization, than in the 1990s, for the most part of their rule still considered it as an important tool of their economic policy. While coalitions with statist programs preferred to refrain from selling any of the state property.

However, this explanation is too simplistic and does not cover all the specificity of changes in privatization policy and its possible causes. First, the falling dynamics of privatization in the first half of the 2010s cannot be explained by depletion of state property which could be sold, even within the reluctant privatization approach. The PO–PSL government was closing down its privatization program through removing companies from previously approved privatization lists. As a result, the share of the state sector in the Polish economy is still not only higher than in the majority of the most developed market economies [Development..., 2000; Kowalski et al., 2013], but also, according to the EBRD estimations and Eurostat data¹, than in the majority of CEE countries.

Second, it can be argued that since about 2003, the pace of privatization has become dependent first of all not on ideology, but on the state budget situation. Fiscal needs of the government stimulated selling of state property; improving fiscal situation, conversely, led to deterioration of the government’s will to privatize (see Figure 2). It would explain such “anomalies” as the 2004 one (short re-activation of privatization in the middle of the period of privatization-skeptical governments) and loss of privatization momentum during the last years of the PO–PSL rule. Thus, the fiscal goal not only became virtually the sole reason for privatization, but selling state property became a tool of last resort, when all the other sources of revenues have proved to be insufficient – regardless the ideological stance of subsequent governments.

Figure 2. Privatization revenues and the central government balance (in GDP %)

Source: own calculations based on the data from the Ministry of Treasury and Eurostat.

3. Fiscalization of owner’s control

According to the official discourse, the Polish state performs a role of an owner and manager of enterprises in order to secure vital interests of the society which cannot be achieved through market mechanisms [Ministry of Treasury, 2013]. The existing evidence does not fully corroborate these claims; among others, researches point at rent-seeking groups which use SOEs as a source of their private gains and to a large extent have captured the state’s ownership policy [Senderski, 2015; Szanyi, 2016; Kozarzewski, Bałtowski, 2017]. It means that apart from the “market failure” approach, the state in fact unofficially executed elements of the “public choice” approach discussed at the beginning of this article. Since the middle of the 2000s, the latter was enhanced through making the SOE to generate additional proceeds to the state budget – apart from regular taxes paid by the companies.

In 2005, the government started to more actively use the right of the Treasury to receive dividends from its shareholdings. In that year, 5 times more dividends were collected than in 2004; in 2006–2009 and 2013–2015, dividends provided the state with higher revenues than privatization. This solution was equally popular among governments of both more liberal and more statist stance. What is more, the centrist PO–PSL governments (2007–2015) conducted even more active policy of directing SOEs profits to the state budget than the PiS-led coalition (2005–2007) which used much more statist rhetoric – see Figure 3. The new PiS-controlled government declares continuation and even expansion of the policy of using dividend payments for covering its fiscal needs [Jackiewicz..., 2016].

Comparing with revenues from state property sales, dividends seem to be a source which is easier to use: plans on dividends were usually over-fulfilled (even as high as
272% in 2008), unlike plans on revenues from privatization, which usually remained unfulfilled. The new record was set in 2015, when privatization revenues amounted to mere PLN 43.6 million (about EUR 10 million), or 3.7% of the planned amount, while the plan on dividends was fulfilled at 101% [own calculations based on the Ministry of Treasury data].

Apart from the explicit form of extracting resources from the SOE sector (via the state budget), implicit forms are being evolved. They started to be actively implemented in times of PO–PSL rules; these practices are continued and even expand by the new PiS government. This area of fiscalization of the state ownership policy needs further examination, and detailed description of the methods used is impossible within the limited volume of this article. According to the literature, the most common methods are the following [Sponsoring..., 2012; Senderski, 2015; Kozarzewski, Bałtowski, 2017; Prusek, 2016; Bałtowski, 2016]:

- transfer of resources from profitable SOEs (mainly electric energy producers) to loss-making ones (usually coal mines) through creation of holding structures,
- transfer of resources through very high (several times higher than that of private firms) sponsorship activity of SOEs which supports sports and cultural events,
- engagement of SOEs’ capital in the framework of “re-Polonization” of the Polish economy, i.e. replacement of foreign capital with domestic one.

Conclusions

Fiscalization of ownership policy of the Polish state lies in resignation from privatization as a long-term, strategic tool of economic transition and from state owner’s policy as a tool for overcoming imperfections of market mechanisms. Instead, the state-controlled sector is treated mainly as a source of financial resources which can resolve current, mostly short-term needs of the government in overcoming budget deficit and rendering support for selected entities. Such policy, although may lead to temporary improvements in the areas in question, poses serious threat both at macro and micro levels: to the coherence and efficacy of the economic policy of the state and to competitiveness and development prospects of the SOEs which are the subject of extraction of their resources.

At the policy level, subduing privatization, as a strategic instrument, to meeting tactical goals averts attention of decision-makers from creating optimal ownership structure of the economy and private property regime for enterprises – when decisions on whether to privatize and how to do it depend only on whether the state budget is in a desperate need for proceeds or not. Subduing management of state property to the goal of maximization of financial drainage of SOEs hinders de-politization of economic policy: on the one hand, it increases reluctance to privatize and, on the
other hand, jeopardizes the ability of the state-controlled sector to countervail imperfections of the market and help the government to meet strategic goals of social and economic development.

At the microeconomic level, SOEs suffer from the distorted owner’s policy of the state, aimed at maximization of proceeds to the budget instead of maximization of the companies’ value (which would be the goal of a private investor). These resources could be invested in development of the companies; additionally, such policy scares minority investors which contributes to falling market valuation of these companies (in the period of May 2015–October 2016, the stock price of the 15 biggest SOEs on the Warsaw Stock Exchange fell 33% [Czapczyński, 2016]), thus creating even bigger problems with access of SOEs to financial resources, and, as a by-effect, undermining confidence of investors to the whole Polish stock market.

Adverse effects of fiscalization of the state’s ownership policy may be mutually reinforcing with growing problems or outright pathologies in the state corporate governance [Kozarzewski, Bałtowski, 2017], especially in the recent period, such as widespread cronyism and politicization of personnel policy in the companies and in the governmental agencies which perform ownership functions of the Treasury.

The high degree of continuity of the observed processes of fiscalization may mean that the real roots of them lay much deeper than just a policy choice made by subsequent ruling elites according to their ideological identification. What is more, such continuity is seen in many other aspects of the economic policy. This issue has not been properly studied so far and must become a subject of further research.
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Fiscalization of Ownership Policy of the Polish State During the Post-Communist Transition

The article is devoted to the evolution of ownership policy of the Polish state in the course of the post-communist transition. The author argues that this policy is characterized by growing fiscalization i.e., treating public property mainly from a short-term fiscal perspective: as a source of finance for the current government’s policies. It manifests itself in resignation from privatization as a strategic tool of economic transition and from state owner’s policy as a tool for overcoming imperfections of market mechanisms. The observed trends pose serious threat both at macro and micro levels, e.g. to the coherence and efficacy of the economic policy of the state and to competitiveness and development prospects of the state-controlled companies. This policy evolution has a long-term character and is to a large extent independent from official rhetoric of subsequent governments and ruling coalitions.